Search.
Return.
Learn.
Scholastic GO! has been providing the most reliable articles and resources on core curriculum
content for more than ten years. Students, teachers and librarians have relied on this resource to
support research projects, homework help, lesson plan development and more.

Better Search.
In an effort to best support
Scholastic GO! users and the features
they most utilize, Scholastic GO! has
been completely reimagined and
re‑engineered to have an increased
focus on search and superior search
return functionality. These upgrades
are designed to minimize the time
both teachers and students spend
searching, allowing more time for
teaching and learning.

Polar bears

Better Returns.
Our new search return functionality
delivers all relevant content—in every
type of media and text type—in
one clean, easy-to-navigate layout.
Images, articles, videos, factboxes,
sidebars, maps, and websites are
returned at once—and can be ﬁltered
by reading level!

58%

of teachers report
spending 2–5 hours
per week just doing searches
for digital lesson plans.

75%

of students have no
idea how to locate
the articles and resources
they need for their research.

60%

of students
don’t verify the
accuracy or reliability of the
information they find.

Source: New Jersey Association of School Libraries (NJASL). The New Jersey Study of School Libraries. Center for International Scholarship in School Libraries (CISSL), 2011. American Library Association.

Learn.
115,000 expertly written articles covering nearly every
core curriculum subject are sortable by Lexile level
Hundreds of videos offer visual
learners a chance to build their
background knowledge and
familiarize themselves with
vocabulary they will encounter
in the articles

Career sidebars with quick fact
guides on hundreds of professions

80,000 curated and editorially-vetted websites support
further learning through additional credible sources

Factboxes, sidebars,
interactive maps further
support research and
content area knowledge

Additional features include:
Curriculum
Correlations

Lesson plans and
educator resources

Photographs

Tables and
charts

HWeekly rotating home screen image with photo caption
Request pricing, product demos or a free trial by calling one of our specialists at (800) 387-1437.
Visit: scholastic.com/scholasticgo Email: digitalinfo@scholastic.com

